In this contribution, we show new results of low frequencies noise characterization of metal oxide gas microsensors with WO 3 sensitive thin film. The spectral form of the measured noise responses using our specific systems is similar for tested gases (ozone and nitrogen dioxide). We observe a clear lorentzian behavior according to adsorption-desorption noise theory. To identify the detected gas, a physical-based characterization model of adsorption-desorption noise source is proposed and compared with the empirical flicker noise model. We show that the excess noise is due to the adsorption-desorption processes on the surface of the sensors sensitive film. The lorentzian parameters depend on the nature of gas and the noise level dependence with gas concentration is clearly demonstrated. This confirms the interest of noise spectroscopy to improve the selectivity of gas sensors.
Introduction
Noise spectroscopy is of great interest for gas detection since it is expected to allow enhanced selectivity of gas microsensors. Indeed, the noise level in the gas microsensors is an indicator of performance but also a tool for characterizing the electrical conduction in presence of gas. Some experimental results have been shown that, using noise spectroscopy, an initially non-selective sensor can be used to analyze the composition of a number of different gases [1, 2] . In previous studies [3, 4] , we developed a noise models based on Langmuir and Wolkenstein theories which takes into account the noise generated by free electron's density fluctuations in the sensing layer due to instantaneous fluctuations in the number of the adsorbed molecules. The first noise measurements made with different gases in Sn0 2 microsensors were used to validate these models experimentally [5] . This paper aims to show that the developed model can explain the noise origin and behavior of measured noise spectra.
Techniques and experiments
Experimental noise measurements have been performed on metallic oxide gas microsensors with WO 3 thin-film. The studied gas-sensitive structures come from the development of a multi-sensors technology involving four cell on one chip. Each sensor contains a micro-hotplate with platinum resistance on a Si02/SINx bi-layer produced by Central Technology LAAS-CNRS in Toulouse and, a WO 3 sensitive layer integrated into system at IM2NP-CNRS Laboratory in Marseille [6] . The multi-sensors are fabricated on silicon substrate and, the heater part and the measurement part are electrically insulated by a SIO 2 layer. Fig. 1. (a) shows the noise spectroscopy system which we developed to measure the sensor noise response. The power spectrum of the amplified current fluctuations across the sensor is measured in the frequency range of 0.1 Hz -100 kHz using low noise current preamplifier. The sensors are placed in a stainless steel measurement chamber where mixed gases can be admitted and evacuated via distribution valves. To obtain a linear flow and homogeneous mixture, the incoming gases are mixed by a diffuser after electronic gas flow controllers. The gas chamber, the preamplifier, the bias sensors and local heat circuit for heating sensor are incorporated in a Faraday Cage. The system noise and significant spectra under air, nitrogen dioxide and ozone are reported in Fig. 1. (b) . The measured noise voltage varies with the nature and concentration of gas. 
Adsorption-desorption noise modeling
To identify the different noise components and determine the origin of excess noise due to the presence of gas at the surface of the sensitive film of the sensors, the measured noise voltage spectral density is reduced to a noise current spectral density by taking into account the characteristics of low noise amplifier. All measured spectra clearly show Lorentzian components according to adsorptiondesorption noise theory [3, 4] and can be decomposed using the electrical model given by equation (1) as shown in Fig. 2.(a) . The noise current spectral density for different ozone concentration is reported in Fig. 3 . Extracted LF level clearly depend on concentration and, cut-off frequencies are unique to the gas (see also Fig. 2.) . These results are consistent with the physical origin of Lorentzian parameters. 
Concluding remarks
The developed physic-based noise model using spectral decomposition enables to explain the origin of excess noise and gives more information on the detected gas. Lorentzian behavior of the measured spectra is correctly taken into account by using the description of adsorption-desorption process of gases. The dependence of model coefficients with the nature and concentration of gas is consistent with the theory of adsorption-desorption noise. These results show the growing interest in the development of noise spectroscopy technique to improve the selectivity of gas sensors.
